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            Abstract
Neurotransmitter-gated ion channels of the Cys-loop receptor family mediate fast neurotransmission throughout the nervous system. The molecular processes of neurotransmitter binding, subsequent opening of the ion channel and ion permeation remain poorly understood. Here we present the X-ray structure of a mammalian Cys-loop receptor, the mouse serotonin 5-HT3 receptor, at 3.5 Å resolution. The structure of the proteolysed receptor, made up of two fragments and comprising part of the intracellular domain, was determined in complex with stabilizing nanobodies. The extracellular domain reveals the detailed anatomy of the neurotransmitter binding site capped by a nanobody. The membrane domain delimits an aqueous pore with a 4.6 Å constriction. In the intracellular domain, a bundle of five intracellular helices creates a closed vestibule where lateral portals are obstructed by loops. This 5-HT3 receptor structure, revealing part of the intracellular domain, expands the structural basis for understanding the operating mechanism of mammalian Cys-loop receptors.
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                    Figure 1: Architecture of the 5-HT3 receptor in complex with VHH15.[image: ]


Figure 2: The ion permeation pathway.[image: ]


Figure 3: Pore conformation.[image: ]


Figure 4: The intracellular domain.[image: ]


Figure 5: Neurotransmitter binding site.[image: ]
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Figure 1 Limited proteolysis preserves the 5-HT3 receptor structural and functional integrity.
All data shown were obtained with purified 5-HT3 receptor submitted to limited digestion in the presence of trypsin. a, Size-exclusion chromatography profile on a Superose 6 10/300 column with a major peak of the pentameric protein–detergent complex. b, SDS–PAGE of the peak pooled fractions presents two bands corresponding to the N-terminal and C-terminal fragments of the receptor. c, Single-particle analysis using negative-stained transmission electron microscopy of the same fraction depicts the structural envelope of an intact split receptor (left, electron micrograph scale bar: 50 nm; right, selection of class averages, box sizes: 38.5 nm). d, After reconstitution in GUVs (middle panel), the split receptor exhibits single-channel activities provoked by serotonin present in the patch pipette (left panel) with a single-channel conductance of ∼30 pS (right panel). e, The split receptor in detergent (blue) or reconstituted in liposomes (black) presents equivalent [3H]GR65630 binding profiles (Kd = 0.3 nM in both cases) compared to the wild-type receptor in cell membranes20 (red). VHH15 was found to be a potent inhibitor of the 5-HT3 receptor. f, Schematic of the protocol used to quantify the inhibition of 5-HT3 receptor by the nanobody using automated two-electrode voltage-clamp recording on Xenopus oocytes. g, Representative recordings of serotonin-evoked activation after VHH incubation (red traces) or after buffer incubation (grey traces, negative control). The time of incubation with VHH or the buffer is not scaled as only 20 s of recording is shown. h, Inhibition of the serotonin signal upon different nanobody concentrations. The Hill equation was used to fit the data (red line) leading to a half maximal inhibitory concentration of 29 nM. 11 oocytes have been tested. i, Validation of the VHH15 inhibitory effect on the HEK 293 cells expressing the 5-HT3 receptor used for overexpression. The pulse train contains serotonin applications (orange: 5 μM, 30 s) and VHH15 application (red: 100 nM, 3 min). j, Analysis of the interaction of VHH15 with the 5-HT3 receptor by surface plasmon resonance. Experimental sensorgram (dashed curve) was recorded in single-cycle mode56 with sequential injection of increasing concentrations of 5HT-3 receptors (3, 9, 27, 81 and 243 nM) on the VHH15-functionalized surface. The sensorgram was fitted with a 1:1 binding model including mass transfer and drift correction (solid line) yielding an association rate constant kon = 6.2 × 104 M−1 s−1 and a dissociation rate constant koff = 4.7 × 10−6 s−1 with a derived equilibrium dissociation constant [image: ]. k, Ligand binding for VHH15 competing against [3H]GR65630. Samples were incubated with the indicated concentrations of VHH15 before measuring the specific [3H]GR65630 binding. Normalized VHH15 competition binding isotherms lead to IC50 value of ∼2 nM. Competition binding affinity of VHH15 calculated according to the Cheng–Prusoff equation is in the range of hundreds of pM.


Extended Data Figure 2 Crystallographic statistics, topology and sequence.
a, Data collection and refinement statistics table. b, r.m.s.d. after superimposition with homologous structures. Values of r.m.s.d. (Å) are computed for the core Cα atoms (which are defined in the bottom table) after superimposition. The upper diagonal (blue) is based on monomer superimposition, while the lower diagonal (pink) is based on pentamer superimposition. Values corresponding to GLIC resting state at the monomeric level are averaged over one representative (first chain) of each copy. c, Topology scheme of the extracellular domain and (d) of the entire 5-HT3 receptor. e, Sequence of the mouse 5-HT3A receptor in the crystal structure. Secondary structures and important loops are indicated with a colour code consistent with main-text figures. Prominent residues of the neurotransmitter site binding loops are highlighted (loop A, red; loop B, green; loop C, yellow; loop D, purple; loop E, blue; loop F, orange; and loop G, khaki). Pore-facing residues with their prime numbering (which allow comparison within the family) are boxed in red. Prominent residues defining the conductance in the intracellular domain are boxed in blue (the so-called RRR or QDA residues) while residues tightening the bundle of intracellular MA helices at their tips are boxed in yellow. Glycosylation sites are depicted in green in panels b and c. The mouse receptor used for this study is a variant compared to the consensus sequence as it contains an alanine insertion in the M2–M3 loop, which is highlighted by the pink box. Notably, this insertion is present in the consensus human receptor.


Extended Data Figure 3 Quality of the electron density maps.
a, Top view of a slab of the transmembrane domain, shown as ribbon (colour code as in Fig. 1c) with blue mesh representing the maximum-likelihood 2mFo−DFc electron density map contoured at a level of 1σ. b, Side view of one subunit of the 5-HT3 receptor as ribbon with the same density map. c, Enlarged views of the complementary subunit (top) (at the binding site level viewed from the principal subunit) and of the binding site (bottom). The main chain is represented as ribbon with side chains as sticks, and overlaid with the same density map. d, Enlarged view of the extracellular side of M4, which is not well defined in electron density maps (contoured at 1σ in blue and 1.5σ in yellow). e, Enlarged views of the intracellular post-M3 loop and MX helix (both green) and the triplet of arginines of MA (inset). Only Cα atoms of the MX helix were modelled. f, Stereo view of one subunit, similar to panel b.


Extended Data Figure 4 The constriction of the extracellular vestibule.
a, The structures of the extracellular vestibule of GLIC (pale green), GluCl (dark green) and Torpedo nAChR (pink) are superimposed to that of the 5-HT3 receptor (blue). For clarity, only a small stretch of the β4–β5 loop is represented as ribbon for homologous structures. The side chains of D105 and K108 of the 5-HT3 receptor, as well as the side chains of charged residues of the loop in superimposed structures, are represented as sticks. D97 of the Torpedo nAChR, which was shown to be an important determinant of conductance24, is labelled. b, View parallel to the membrane plane of the same region. c, Sequence alignment for the superimposed structures, around D105 and K108. d, Ion-density distribution, for cations (left) and anions (right), integrated radially around the pore axis. The protein density and membrane are in grey.


Extended Data Figure 5 The intracellular domain.
a, View parallel to the membrane plane of the intracellular domain in a surface representation. b, Cross-section of the intracellular domain in a surface representation. c, Cross-section with residues lining the vestibule represented as spheres. d, Cross-section in ribbon, stick and surface representation. e, Two orthogonal views of an obstructed portal in the intracellular domain. The protein is represented as ribbon with sticks for residues lining the narrow tunnel at the portal level. The maximum-likelihood 2mFo−DFc electron density map contoured at a level of 1σ is also represented. Mutations of D417, E42139 and R416, R420 and R42435 all influence the channel conductance. f, Stereo views depicting the position of the three key arginines in the intracellular domain, as seen from the intracellular vestibule and from the pore axis.


Extended Data Figure 6 Comparison of the MA and M4 helices of the 5-HT3 and nACh receptors.
a, Superimposition of the 5-HT3 receptor (grey) and Torpedo nAChR (orange, α-subunit, 2BG9 chain D, r.m.s.d. = 3.7 Å), the 5 MA–M4 helices are shown as ribbon (for the superimposed subunit) or cartoon. b, Enlarged view of the superimposed subunit, showing as sticks the arginine triplet, the conserved W426 and D434 of the 5-HT3 receptor and equivalent residues of the α-nACh receptor. There is an offset of −1 residue at the level of W426 and +1 residue at the level of D434 (the change in offset is due to the break of the helical structure in Torpedo nAChR between MA and M4). c, Superimposition of all Torpedo nAChR subunits with the 5-HT3 receptor. The conserved tryptophan and aspartate residues are at equivalent positions in all Torpedo nAChR subunits. d, Sequence alignment showing the conserved positions in purple. Bars indicate the offset in structure superpositions. e, f, Two orthogonal views of the superimposition with proteins depicted as cartoons, illustrating the global conformations of the intracellular domain.


Extended Data Figure 7 The neurotransmitter binding site.
a, Cartoon representation of a binding site at the interface between two subunits, viewed parallel to the membrane plane. Binding loops are indicated. b, Same view with solvent-accessible electrostatic potential mapped on the molecular surface, colour coded from red to blue (−10 to +10 kT e−1, respectively). c, Same view with the surface removed for loop C, highlighting the electronegative binding site interior. d, The principal subunit Cα atoms were superimposed for epibatidine-bound AChBP24 (Protein Data Bank accession 2BYQ, blue, r.m.s.d. = 1.07 Å) and α-conotoxin-bound AChBP73 (Protein Data Bank accession 2C9T, grey, r.m.s.d. = 1.04 Å) on the extracellular domain of the 5-HT3 receptor (orange). e, Top view of a slab (black line) of the superimposed structure. The loop C of the 5-HT3 receptor adopts an intermediate conformation compared to the contracted loop of epibatidine-bound AChBP and the open loop of α-conotoxin-bound AChBP. f, View of the complementary subunits when principal subunits are superimposed, as in a and b. The β-sheet of the 5-HT3 receptor clearly deviates from these of the AChBP, indicating a different quaternary organization. g, Top view of two 5-HT3 receptor subunits with one VHH15 (cartoon and surface), with the neurotransmitter binding cavity represented as molecular surface (pink). The VHH15 covers the binding site, which remains accessible from below. h, Residues lining the neurotransmitter binding site are depicted on this scheme of the site, together with a sequence alignment, for each loop, of the mouse 5-HT3 receptor with one human receptor of each subfamily.


Extended Data Figure 8 Conserved residues close to the extracellular/transmembrane domains interface.
a–c, Charged residues just above the transmembrane domain. Based on the observations that a charged residue in the pre-M1is important for gating47,48,74, we represent the charged residues of one subunit located at the same altitude as R218 of the pre-M1, on X-ray structures of full-length Cys-loop receptors. In addition to this pre-M1 positively charged residue, there are two or three negatively charged residues, one in the β1–β2 loop (which can form a salt bridge with the former, E53 in the 5-HT3 receptor, D32 in GLIC, D43 in GluCl and E30 in ELIC), a conserved residue in the Cys-loop (motif FPFD145 in the 5-HT3 receptor, D122 in GLIC, D140 in GluCl and D122 in ELIC), and another conserved residue in cationic eukaryotic receptors in β8–β9 (motif 186-EW in the 5-HT3 receptor, also present in ELIC 159-EW). Interestingly, a structurally conserved aromatic residue, depicted as yellow spheres, is located just above the level of the aforementioned charged residues. Three levels are clearly depicted in panel b, with from top to bottom (that is, from site to pore) the aromatic residue, the charged residues and the conserved FPF motif of the Cys-loop. This structural organization is common to Cys-loop receptors of known structures. c, The superimposition of the 5-HT3 receptor with closed and apparently open structures suggests that the location of the sandwich structure might be characteristic of the state of the channel. Comparing the two panels, we note that the 5-HT3 receptor aromatic residue (yellow spheres) and Cys-loop motif overlay with those of the closed structures, while those of the open structures are shifted downwards and radially (arrow in d). We also note that this observation does not correspond to an equivalent domain–domain organization, as evidenced by the clear deviation of the GluCl and open GLIC core atoms of the extracellular domain (green arrows in d) and by Extended Data Fig. 8a–c. Superimpositions were performed on Cα core atoms of the M1 to M3 helices of chain A. d, M1 helical structure is broken at the conserved proline P230. View of one subunit as a ribbon with an enlarged view of M1 (thicker ribbon), which depicts αC(n)–αC(n+4) distances for the extracellular part of M1. Conserved residues R217, P230 and F242 are shown as sticks. In line with the structure, it was shown that P230 can be substituted only with non-natural amino-acids lacking hydrogen bond donor activity75.


Extended Data Figure 9 Comparison of the 5-HT3 receptor with other Cys-loop receptor structures.
a, Ribbon view of the superimposition of known structures on one subunit’s extracellular domain. This representation highlights the spread of domain–domain orientations: extracellular domains are well superimposed while transmembrane domains are spread. Structures are superimposed on their extracellular domain core Cα atoms. b, Enlarged view of the interfacial extremity of the extracellular domain, where deviations are maximal at the pre-M1 residues. Overall there is very good superimposition of the extracellular domain cores, but deviations are found at this lower level. c, Top view of the transmembrane domain of one subunit. d, Top view of the extracellular domain. The arrow indicates the direction of motion from closed to open to 5-HT3 receptor structure. e, Top view of superimposed transmembrane domains. Structures in panels d and e are superimposed using the transmembrane domain core Cα atoms of all 5 subunits. f, Side views of two superimposed cores, with a vertical pore axis (dotted line). Structures are superimposed using the transmembrane domain core Cα atoms of subunit A. g, Close-up view of the extracellular parts, in two equivalent images for clarity, one with the 5-HT3 receptor overlaid with closed structures, the second with the 5-HT3 receptor overlaid with apparently open structures.


Extended Data Figure 10 Conserved motifs of residues can be used for structural comparison.
a, Zoomed view of two archetypal motifs, conserved throughout the Cys-loop receptor family: the ‘stabilizing box’ (top) and the ‘Cys-loop region’ (bottom). The stabilizing box is made of residues belonging to or neighbouring loops defining the orthosteric binding site: motifs WXPD (loop A), S-Φ-X-H/Y (loop B; Φ being a tryptophan and H/Y a histidine in the 5-HT3 receptor), W (loop D) and GXV (loop E). The ‘Cys-loop region’ is made of residues belonging to or neighbouring loops defining the extracellular domain (ECD)–transmembrane domain (TMD) interface: Φ-P-Φ-D (loop β6–β7), R (pre-M1) and Φ (loop β8–β9); the latter being member of the GEW motif in nACh and 5-HT3 receptors. These sets of residues, shown as yellow sticks, define a core with little configurational variation among known structures of Cys-loop receptors, and can thus be considered as defining a ‘rigid rod’ (the ‘rod’ can be seen as the union of the Van der Waals balls shown as dotted spheres). b, The two rigid rods are represented as yellow surfaces for the 5-HT3 receptor, along with another conserved residue, F242, located close to the intracellular end of the M1 segment. Notably, at the quaternary level, this last residue seems to be superimposable from one structure to the other. It can thus be used to define a common framework into which structures from different species can be compared. The segment joining this residue to the conserved arginine of the pre-M1 is shown as a broken line, while the tetragon joining αC atoms of D97, V123, F142 and W187 is shown with plain lines. c, Rotated view of the 5-HT receptor, now viewed from the extracellular medium, further defining the geometric elements used to compare structures. Additional segments joining the five αCs of F242 are shown as plain lines, along with a broken line representing the segment joining the conserved Leu 9′ of M2 to the conserved Pro of loop M2–M3. d, In the framework defined above, the tetragons of the 5-HT3 receptor, GluCl, GLIC (in its apparently open form) and ELIC, are represented viewed parallel to the membrane (left) and perpendicular to the membrane (right). It appears from this representation that there is a gradual motion when going from ELIC (closed) to GLIC (open), GluCl (open) and finally to the 5-HT3 receptor. This motion can be approximated as an anti-clockwise rotation of the ECD with respect to the lower TMD when viewed from the extracellular medium. Notably, the segment used to represent the transmembrane pore status seems to follow the motion of the ECD, but in a more all-or-nothing way since ELIC is more distinguishable from the other structures than the latter between themselves. Overall, the reductionist representation of structures by their conserved motifs minimizes the bias of inter-species comparison and may present an interesting way to classify conformations. It suggests implicitly that the motion sampled by the structures compared here results both in different shapes for the neurotransmitter binding pocket and in different states for the transmembrane channel pore.
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        Editorial Summary
Serotonin 5-HT3 receptor structure
When the neurotransmitter serotonin binds to the 5-HT3 receptor, the channel opens, leading to an excitatory response. This study reports the first X-ray crystal structure of the mouse serotonin 5-HT3 receptor. The overall structure is similar to those of other Cys-loop receptors — although the authors were able to 'see' electron density for part of the cytoplasmic domain, which is important for trafficking, synaptic localization and modulation by cytoplasmic proteins; something that had not been visible in previous structures. Antagonists of the 5-HT3 receptor are used as antiemetics (during chemotherapy for example) or to treat irritable bowel syndrome, so the hope is that this work could contribute to the design of new therapeutic agents.
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